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Abstract 

The CEPA Secretariat is calling for the observers of CEPA, academia, governmental and non-
governmental organisations in governance and public administration to provide inputs for 

consideration by CEPA in its deliberation and reporting to ECOSOC as part of the ongoing preparation 
of the post-2015 development framework in the UN System. 

UN System has to establish working principles around care & protection and work life balance. In 
cases that younger persons are not integrated in their societies, it may help to have squadrons based 
on fire & catastrophic prevention engineering. Public governance and public safety may have a lot of 

cross dependancies. Therefore, a strong framework on an international level shall help to promote the 
education and training. Moreover, statistics may be developed to show the key parameters in 

participation of success.  

Public Governance 

Public Governance is perceived as a change strategy as well as a proper housekeeping approach.  
Whereas proper housekeeping is also preservation of what you have, a change may be seen different.  

What if protection strategy as a professional skill is implemented in different political systems? Some  
may argue that this is to avoid the revolution and others may foresee this as open communication.  

For a western approach nation building has been important to overcome past bad experience. For new  
government it was vital to be connected into a community of acknowledged counter recognition. 

Counter recognition was first to see change discussions from China in Russia according to the 
western model in the 80ies. Today, views have changed upside down. Russia looks to China and 
foresees needs to adapt to non-western views in policies. 

Individual change was driven by macro-economic change. China grew to search supplies and went to 
Africa. A continent less populated than Europe or America, but still loaded with essential basic 
supplies. Non-ideology and well-being with governmental structures kept the growing in-China market 
need for raw materials high. 

Public Governance may only be available in structures that allow communication. Communication  
is a first step to participation. Participation is not empowerment. It serves as a platform for questions,  
insight and critical commentators. It may be structured, wise or emotional. It may serve a purpose  
or just express a non-understanding. 

On the Asian side most growth in people was seen. It seems a matter of luck to have countries like 
India in their traditional structures as derived from former colonial times. However, a strong broad 
based technology public is able to live aside in separation with untouchables in a common sense. 
Nothing to be understood in the  light of renaissance or root-cause reflections of science. 

Building a common sense on a global basis is complex. You need carriers to execute the exchange of  
information, that is not in essence unethical, racist or economic driven. Carriers are people who seem 
to be different to the locals. Sometimes, You get the impression to be at home abroad and sometimes 
You get the impression to be better not part of Your own home country. 

Countries and nations are something that works fine for people who like structures and order. Order 
requires rules. Rules are a matter of empowerment. Empowerment may be weapons, wealth, know 
why, size of population, ethical or an expectation to lead a good life. 



The candidate topics are therefore not  

-environmental  
-culture or religion or bi- or multi-power politics  
-life style or fashion  

It may be important for anyone of us, but also very confrontational. Public Governance has much to  
do with  

-Care & Protection.  

If You seek to analyse how this is applied in a global context, You will notice a lot of differences  
that are all full of sense & insight. Participation of people in this area is not easy, if the public order  
aspect is in the main focus. Governance in a public aspect could also try to reason about aspects  
in rules and their motivation for  

-projects  
-construction  
-industries  

The public focus is to archive and start to find common grounds, i.e.  

-fire and protection  
        Fire is useful, but needs care to protect the user.  
-work live balance  
        Work is useful, but needs care to balance the user.  
 

Participation is important. Participation is useful to get the citizen to share governmental ideas. 
Administration executes the orders as decided by the authority. Orders which have been received, but 
not understood are a matter of discussion. Discussion is a problem, if the order is questioned. Order 
may be more than a technical, economic, ethical, judicial etc. or political order. 

Whereas the world changes attitude, it may be necessary to deal more with broadened rights of 
mankind. A vage kind of will transforms into a position, if the citizens feel a strong desire to design an 
attitude towards a problem. This attitude is steered, ruled and directed to meet this sub-society goals. 
If You are unable to negotiate in the society these needs, then escalation into other forms of individual 
right execution will occur. Even in closed societies without free media, it is at least a co-located 
discomfort with limited or no news from the other side that will form a society goal. 

Today, numerous statistical models have been created to simulate possible cases. Mathematical or 
logic models are used to define risk levels in the relevant cases. A physical law may not be a baseline 
in the model set-up. Fire protection engineering and work live balancing seem to bear performance 
related possibilities. E.g. risk classes could be defined and with the help of de Baye´s mathematics it 
could be researched how the cases could become into effect. 

Conclusion 

Cross-border, cross-nation, cross-continental, cross-cultural activities bind people and shall create 
islands of participation to promote the safety for the good aspect. Fire safety engineering has large 
communities in linkedin and other social platforms. Here, all national and international aspects of 
thoughtful exchange may lead to common experiences in a public to discuss items. Moreover, 
administration could use these circles to arrange for participation of the public in specific or matters of 
governmental interest to broaden discussion basis and improve insight. 

 

 


